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A general framework for constructing very small deterministic parsers using a mixed top- 
down-bottom-up parsing strategy is presented. It is proved that the method leads indeed to 
valid parsers halting for each input string. Conditions ensuring the determinism of the parser 
are studied, and bounds on its size are established. It is shown that the new method is capable 
of producing parsers with far fewer states than currently used parsing techniques can achieve. 
1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
Parsers commonly used in syntax directed compilers usually represent pushdown- 
like devices providing as an output certain encoding of the derivation tree of the input 
word being parsed. To carry out semantical actions of the compiler efftciently, we are 
interested in obtaining as much information about this tree as possible at any stage of 
the parsing process. From this point of view, top-down parsing is to be preferred, in 
particular, LL(k) parsing [l] yielding left parses seems to be most convenient. Unfor- 
tunately, there are deterministic context-free languages for which no LL(k) grammar 
exists. Languages of this kind are, as an almost general rule, parsed by means of 
bottom-up algorithms producing right parses. The problem is that the right parse Mary 
be insufficient in some instances of translations, as shown in [ 11. For this reason, 
deterministic parsers exploiting mixed parsing strategies have been investigated, e.g., 
[2, 5, 12, 141. 
In this paper, we consider one of these techniques, namely the LLP(k) parsing 
introduced by Lomet [ 141. Such parsers calculate the tree structure of a parse in a 
top-down fashion, however, the labelling on the nodes of the tree is determined essen- 
tially in a bottom-up manner. Thus the information about the derivation tree may be 
obtained as early as possible, in fact, LLP parsing can provide left parses when the 
underlying grammar is LL. 
While the original method of constructing LLP(k) parsers yields machines with 
interesting properties, there are serious obstacles to use it in practice. The canonical 
construction of [ 141 leads to parsers the size of which can grow very fast with respect 
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to the number of productions in the grammar. In [ 181, important facts about LLP(k) 
grammars have been proved. The purpose of the present paper, which is essentially a 
continuation of [ 181, is to utilize these theoretical results for the construction of very 
small LLP(k) parsers. Our approach is to apply the notion of characteristic parsing, 
due to Geller and Harrison [6], to the LLP(k) technique. Several other parsing 
methods, e.g., parsers for left-part (LP(k)) grammars [ 161, strict deterministic 
grammars [9, lo], and partitioned LL(k) grammars [4,5], may be viewed as special 
instances of our method. Consequently, our results hold true for them as well. 
The paper is organized as follows. First we give a detailed description of our 
construction. We prove the correctness of the parsing algorithm, and we investigate 
its behaviour on erroneous strings, showing that deterministic LLP(k) parsers do stop 
for all inputs regardless on the properties of the underlying grammar. Then we 
examine a notion called LLP consistency implying the determinism of the parser. It is 
shown that this condition is equivalent to the LLP(k)-ness of the grammar in 
question. Finally, we turn our attention to the size of the generated parser. We prove 
important lower and upper bounds estimating the parser size, and we show that the 
improvement in size over certain other parsing methods may be exponential. 
We shall use familiar terminology and notation concerning formal languages and 
parsing (see [ 1, 81 for the details). The most important notational conventions are 
listed below. 
A context-free grammar (abbreviated a CFG) is a quadruple G = (N, T, P, S), 
where N and T are disjoint alphabets called the nonterminal alphabet and the 
terminal alphabet, respectively, S E N is an initial symbol, and P is a finite subset of 
N x (NV T)* called the set of productions. As usual, we write A -+ a is in P instead 
of (A, a) E P. 
Hereafter V will always denote the set V= N U T. We define the relation 
3~ I’* x V* as follows. For any a, /3E V*, aa/? iff a=a,Aa*, j3=a,yaz, and 
A + y is in P for some A E N, a,, a*, y E V *. Transitive and reflexive-transitive 
closures of this relation are denoted by ++ and a*, respectively. 
The CFG G is said to be reduced iff either P = 0 or for any A E N we have 
S s- * aAj3 zj * w for some a, /I E V*, w E T*. The language generated by G is the set 
L(G)={wET*JS+* w). Throughout the paper we assume all the grammars in 
question to generate nonempty languages. 
Let a,/r’E V*. Then lg(a) denotes the length of the word a, and A denotes the 
empty word. For any nonnegative integer k, we define 
(k)a = p iff lg@) = min(lg(a), k) and a = /?JJ for some y E V*, 
T*k = {w E T* 1 lg(ti) < k}. 
The following operations relate to derivations in G. For any A E N, a E V*, we 
define 
FIRST,(a) = {u E T*k 1 a+*wforsomewET*and’k’~=n}, 
FOLLOW,(A) = {u E T*k 1 S ** PAy for some /I, y E V*, u E FIRST,(y)}. 
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2. CHARACTERISTIC LLP(k) PARSERS 
We now begin the presentation of our method for constructing parsers that handle 
input strings in a mixed top-down-bottom-up fashion. One of the possible ways 
leading to the goal might consist of first defining the grammar class being dealt with, 
and of subsequent utilization of the constraints particular to this class for building the 
parser. Our approach is somewhat different. We first develop a general method 
yielding parsers of certain kind, including nondeterministic ones. Then we show how 
the determinism of the constructed machine relates to the LLP(k) property of the 
underlying grammar. Thus no preliminary knowledge on the class of LLP(k) 
grammars is needed, until conditions ensuring our parser to be deterministic are 
studied. 
Our construction is based on the familiar idea of an LR(k) item, here called a 
parse point, which represents productions under consideration at any given phase of a 
parse. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k> 0. A parse point is an 
expression (A + a . p, u), where AEN, a,/?E V*, A-+@ is in P, and 
u E FOLLOW,(A). Such a parse point is-called initial if CY =/i. Any set of parse 
points is called a parse set. 
Our parser will be in fact a pushdown-like automaton with the pushdown store 
alphabet formed by symbols corresponding to certain parse sets, and possessing some 
mechanism for looking ahead at the next k terminal symbols to be read. First we turn 
our attention to the problem of determining which parse sets we need for the parser 
construction. We slightly adapt the original algorithm for creating these sets to suit 
our intentions (compare [ 141 or [ 181). In addition, we devise it in accordance with 
the ideas of characteristic parsing 161. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let G be a CFG, k > 0, let C be an algorithm adding certain 
initial parse points into certain parse sets such that C adds nothing to the empty set. 
Then C is called a characteristic. 
The generation of a parse set is carried out as follows. First the original LLP(k) 
parsing idea is followed, and then the characteristic may add to the parse set some 
other parse points. 
We now present our algorithm for building parse sets. 
ALGORITHM 2.1. 
Input: A CFG G = (N, T, P, S), k > 0, a characteristic C. 
Output: CPS(C, G, k), the (characteristic) collection of parse sets for G. 
Method: The given grammar is extended by an additional production S’ -+ S, 
where S’ is a new symbol not included in I’. First a set WORK of certain pairs 
(R, w) is created for some parse sets R and w E T*k. 
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Step 1. Initially let WORK = 0. Then for all w E T*k add the pair (V,,, w) to 
WORK as an unmarked pair, where U,, = {(S’ --+ . S, A)}. 
Step 2. If a pair (R, w) in WORK is unmarked then the following actions are 
performed. 
(a) Compute for each symbol X E V the set 
GOTO(R, X) = {(A + aX . /I, u) 1 (A + a . Xp, u) E R for some a, /I E V*, 
A E NU IS’}, and u E FOLLOW,(A)). 
If for some parse point (A -+ a . /I, U) in GOTO(R, X) we have w E FIRST,(aPu), 
then place the pair (GOTO(R, X), w) into WORK unmarked if it is not already there. 
(b) Compute for each word u E T*k the set 
CALL(R, v) = {(B + . y, z) 1 (A --t a . BP, U) E R, v E FIRST,(B&), 
z E FIRST,@), and B + y is in P 
forsomeBEN,AENV{S’},a,P,yEV*, 
and u E FOLLOW,(A)}. 
Then using the characteristic C add to CALL(R, V) some other initial parse points, 
and denote the resultant set as CALLC(R, u). If CALLc(R, U) # 0 and 
w E FIRST,(av) for some parse point (A -+ a . /I, U) in R, then place the pair 
(CALLC(R, u), V) into WORK unmarked if it is not already there. 
(c) Finally, mark the pair (R, w). 
Step 3. Repeat Step 2 until all pairs in WORK are marked. 
Step 4. Compute CPS(C, G, k) as follows. 
CPS(C, G, k) = {R 1 (R, w) E WORK for some w E T*k}. 1 
Clearly the algorithm always halts since, for any given grammar G and k > 0, only 
a finite number of pairs (R, w) exists. 
We now work out an example to illustrate the creation of our parse sets. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let k = 1, consider the CFG G = ((S, A, B}, {a, 6, c}, P, S) with 
only productions 
S-+aA A+bA A-a 
S+aB B-+bB B-c 
Let C be the characteristic defined as follows. For any parse set R, if 
Rc {(B- . b&A), (B-+. q/i)} then add nothing to R, otherwise add all the initial 
parse points to R. Next we list, in order, the pairs generated by Steps 1, 2, and 3 of 
Algorithm 2.1. For the sake of emphasis, parse points added by the characteristic C 
are bracketed. 
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p. = (Ro, a), where Ro = Or,, = ((S’ + * s, A)/, 
PI= (Roy b), 
pz = (Ro, c). 
~3 = (Rot A), 
~i,=(R,,a), 
p5 = (R,, a), 
~6 = (R, 3 a), 
pl = (R, v a), 
ps = (R, 3 a), 
~9 = (R2> b), 
~10 = (R,, c), 
PII= (R,. b), 
R,=GOTO(R,,S) ={(S’+S+,A)}, 
R,=CALLC(Ro,a)={(S+aA,/l) 
(S-, . aB, A) 
R,,=GOTO(R,,a) = ((S-a .A,A) 
(S-a .&A) 
@--+a. ,A>), 
R,=GOTO(R,,A) = ((S+aA.,A)), 
R, =GOTO(R,,B) = ((S-+aB . ,A)}, 
R,=CALLC(R,,b)= ((A-+-a,A) 
(A -+ . bA, A) 
(B-, .bB,A) 
(B -+ .c,A) 
R, = CALLC(R,, c) = ((B- . bB, A) 
(B-t * c, A)), 
R,=GOTO(R,,b) ={(A+b-A,A) 
(B + b . B, A)}. 
Now, the successors of the pair (R,, c) should be computed. One of the nonempty 
GOT0 successors of R, is the parse set R’ = GOTO(R,, b) = {(B + b . B, A)}. 
However, the pair (R’, c) must not be placed into WORK because c is not in 
FIRST,(bB). The generation proceeds as follows. 
~12 = (4, c>, R,=GOTO(R,,c) ={(B+c.,A)}, 
~13 = (R9, b), R,=GOTO(R,,A) ={(A+bA-,A)}, 
P14 = (RIO, b), R,,=GOTO(R,,B) =((B+bB-,A)}. 
Thus we obtain CPS(C, G, 1) = {R, ,..., R,,}. 
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As pointed out by the previous example, after computing a GOT0 or CALLC 
successor of a parse set, a lookahead check is performed before placing the new set 
into CPS(C, G, k). If we omitted such a check (as in [ 14]), the algorithm would 
possess the deficiency that a large number of parse sets might be created never used 
by the parser (see our Example 6.2). Eliminating this possibility, the complexity of 
our algorithm increases, in fact, each parse set may be considered once for every 
w E T”k. 
Therefore, techniques for speeding up the computation of the characteristic 
collection are of considerable interest. In Section 6, we shall show that, for a 
particular (important) subclass of LLP(k) grammars, the collection CPS(C, G, k) can 
be computed in a very efficient manner. In general, however, we have to pay a price 
for the elimination of superfluous parse sets. Nevertheless, certain speed up can be 
achieved by pairing parse sets with sets of terminal strings that form the lookahead 
possibilities instead of single strings in T *k (the author is indebted to D. B. Lomet for 
this suggestion). The adaptation of Algorithm 2.1 is straightforward, and is left to the 
reader. 
Next we describe how to use collections of parse sets built by our algorithm in a 
parser. The parsing algorithm will follow closely the original LLP(k) one, however, 
the parse sets we will use may differ due to the effect of a characteristic. 
To formalize the way the parsing automaton works, we introduce the following 
notion. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, C a characteristic. A 
configuration of the characteristic LLP(k) parser is a string of the form yw, where 
(i) y E CPS(C, G, k)+ is the contents of the pushdown store with the top 
assumed to be at the right, and 
(ii) w E T* is the yet unread part of the input word. 
The initial configuration of the parser is defmed to be U,,x where x is the string to 
be parsed. In addition, there are two special configurations, error and accept. 
The above concept allows us to describe the parsing algorithm in terms of “moves” 
from one conliguration to another. The parse set on the top of the pushdown store 
together with the portion of the input string looked ahead will tell our parser what 
action is to be performed in the next move. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a C.FG, k > 0, R a parse set, w E T*k. 
We define the set of active parse points in R with respect to w as follows. 
ACT(R, w) = {(A -+ a - /3, U) E R 1 w E FIRST,@)}. 
Informally speaking, when we have an active parse point in the topmost parse set, 
the type of the action to be made by the parser will be derived from the first symbol 
of the word following the dot. 
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DEFINITION 2.5. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, C a characteristic. The 
characteristic LLP(k) parser is the device described by Definition 2.3 with the move 
relation + defined as follows. Suppose the parser is in configuration yRw, where 
y E CPS(C, G, k)*, R E CPS(C, G, k), and w E T*. Then the following moves are 
possible. 
1. If there is a parse point (A + a . ,8, U) in ACT(R, lk’w) such that p E TV*, 
IV= aw’ for some a E T, w’ E T*, and R’ = GOTO(R, a) is in CPS(C, G, k), then 
yRw i- yR’w’, 
2. If there is a parse point (4 -+ a . /I, u) in ACT(R, (k)~) such that p E NV*, 
and R’ = CALLC(R, (k’~) is in CPS(C, G, k), then yRw t- yRR’w, 
3. If there is a parse point (A -+ a . /I, u) in ACT(R, (k)~) such that /3 = A then 
(a) If y=n,A=S’, and w=/i, then yRwFaccept, 
(b) If y= y/R’ for some y’E CPS(c’, G, k)*, R’E CPS(C, G,k), and 
R” = GOTO(R’,A) is in CPS(C, G, k), then yRw F y’R”w, 
4. Otherwise yRw I- error. 
The transitive and reflexive-transitive closures of + are denoted by E + and +*, 
respectively. 
Note that the parser previously defined may be nondeterministic because we have 
not imposed any restriction on the collections used. In Section 4, we shall investigate 
conditions under which our parser turns out to be deterministic, i.e., has no choice of 
moves at any configuration. 
Again, an example may be helpful in explaining the way the parser works. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let k = 1, consider the grammar G, the characteristic C, and the 
collection CPS(C, G, 1) from Example 2.1. We trace the computation of our parser 
on the word aba. 
Configuration 
Type of 
the move 
Active 
parse points 
R,aba 
R,R,aba 
R,R,ba 
R,R,R,ba 
&R&a 
WVGR2a 
RoR,R,R, 
&R,R, 
ROR, 
R, 
accept 
2 (S’ + *&A> 
1 (S+ . aA,A),(S~.aB,A),(A~.a,n) 
2 (S+a*A,A),(S+a*&~) 
1 (A + . bA,A), (B+. b&A) 
2 (A+b.A,/i) 
1 (S -+ .aA,A),(Sj.aB,A),(A-t.a,A) 
3 
3 (~i+b:*.‘,?) 
3 (S-aA . ,A) 
3 (S’-+S*,A) 
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Furthermore, let us consider the computation of the parser on an incorrect input 
string aaaaa. 
Type of Active 
Configuration the move parse points 
R,aaaaa 2 (S’ -+. S,A) 
R,R,aaaaa 1 (S + . a.4,/1), (S + . al?, A), (A -+ . a, A) 
R,R,R,k,R,R,a i (S-+ * aA,n),(S-t:aB,/i),(Aj.a,/1) 
RoR,R,R,R,R, 3 (A+a.,A) 
&R,R,R,R, 4 (S+aA . ,A) 
error 
Although no word with prefix aaa is in L(G), the parser must read the entire input 
to detect an error. Thus the machine does not obey the so called correct prefix 
property. ’ We want to point out that this is not necessarily a disadvantage. The role 
of this property, particularly its effect on the size of pushdown-like automata, will be 
discussed at the conclusion of Section 6. 
Our final comment on our construction concerns the ability of our parser of 
producing an encoding of the derivation tree for inputs in the language. One might 
ask why we have not endowed our machines with any output device yet. Indeed, 
LLP(k) parsers offer certain freedom in implementing output actions which allows to 
obtain various kinds of parses. If the set of all active parse points involved in the 
topmost parse set is emitted as the output at any stage of computation, then the 
resultant output string represents the semi-top-down parse of Demner and Kril [ 21. 
This is the maximal amount of information available. Other types of parses, e.g., left-, 
right-, left-corner-, and left-part parses (cf. [ 161 for the definitions) can be obtained 
by “forgetting” some elements of the semi-top-down parse. It is important that the 
right parse can be produced deterministically in this way whenever our parser is 
deterministic. It suffices to pick up active parse points of the form (A --) a . , u) 
having the dot at the rightmost position i.e., those considered in type 3 moves. Deter- 
ministic generation of the other parses may require additional conditions to be 
satisfied. We omit further details to maintain the size of the paper within reasonable 
bounds. 
Our next aim is to establish some basic properties of the collections generated by 
Algorithm 2.1. First we introduce a convenient concept. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a’CFG, k > 0, C a characteristic, II > 0, 
R a parse set. A sequence of pairs (R,, w,,),..., (R, , w,) where Ri are parse sets and 
w. E T* k for 0 < i < n, is called a C-creating sequence for R iff R, = U,, R, = R, and 
fdr 0 < i < n - 1 either 
’ The parser is said to have the correct prefuc property iff for any x, y E T* and 6 E CPS(C, G, k)+, 
U,xy i- + & implies that xy’ E L(G) for some y’ E T*. 
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0) CRi+13 wi+l ) = (GOTO(R,, Xi), wi) and wi E FIRST,(a/?13u) for some parse 
point (A + a . /3, U) in Ri+ , and Xi E V, or 
(ii) R i+ i = CALLC(Ri, wi+ i ) and wi E FIRSTJaw,, ,) for some parse point 
(A + a . 0, u) in Ri. 
Creating sequences will help us in characterizing the parse sets included in our 
collections. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, C a characteristic, R a 
nonempty parse set, w E T *k The pair (R, w) is in WORK @ there exists some C- . 
creating sequence (R,,, We),..., (R,, w,,) for R such that w, = w. 
Proof. Clearly if (R, w) E WORK, such a sequence indeed exists. Conversely, 
suppose that (R,, w&.., (R,, w,,) is a C-creating sequence. We prove by an induction 
on i that (Ri, wi) E WORK for all i = 0 ,..., n. 
Basis. i = 0. True by Step 1 of Algorithm 2.1. 
Induction Step. i > 0. Assume that (Rip,, wi-i) E WORK. It follows that this 
pair was added here unmarked, and subsequently used in Step 2 due to Step 3. Hence 
(Ri, wi) E WORK. 1 
Our next lemma notices the way in which two parse points included in the same set 
relate to each other. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, C a characteristic, 
R E CPS(C, G, k), (Ai-+ ai. pi, ui) E R for some Ai E NV {S’}, ai,pi E V*, and 
ui E FOLLOW,(A,), i = 1,2. Then a, = az. 
Proof: Let (R,, We),..., (R,, WJ be a C-creating sequence for R. The argument is 
an induction on n. 
Basis. n = 0. By construction, U, is a singleton. 
Induction Step. n > 0. Assume that the lemma is true for all parse sets with a C- 
creating sequence of length n - 1. 
Case 1. R, = GOTO(R,-, ,X) for some X E V. Then ai = yiX for some yi E I’*, 
and (Ai --t yi . Xpi, ui) E R, _, , i = 1,2. Since the induction hypothesis implies y, = yZ , 
we obtain that a, = a2. 
Case 2. R, = CALLC(R,-, , w,). By construction, R, contains merely initial 
parse points. Hence a, = a2 = A. I 
In other words, the definition below is correct. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, C a characteristic. We 
define the function base: CPS(C, G, k) + V* as follows. For any parse set 
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R E CPS(C, G, k), let base(R) = a if there is a parse point of the form (A + a . /3, u) 
in R. 
Furthermore, it is convenient to generalize the GOT0 operator. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, R a parse set, a E V*. 
We define the parse set GOTO*(R, a) as follows. 
(i) If a=A then GOTO*(R,A)=R, and 
(ii) If a =/3X for some p E I/* and X E V, then 
GOTO*(R, a) = GOTO(GOTO*(R,P), X). 
As shown by the final lemma of this section, the application of the GOTO* 
operator corresponds in some sense to moving across the right hand side of a 
production. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, R a parse set, A E N, 
a, P, Y E v*, and u E FOLLOW,(A). Then the parse point (A + /3 - y, u) is in 
GOTO*(R,a) z#/3=/?ia and (A-+/?, .ay,u)ER for somep, E V*. 
Proof: An induction on lg(a). 
Basis. lg(a) = 0 i.e., a = A is trivial. 
Induction Step. Ig(a) > 0. Then a = a,X for some a, E V* and XE V. Assume 
that the lemma is true for all words over V of length n - 1. Let R’ = GOTO*(R, al). 
Since GOTO(R’, X) equals GOTO*(R, a), from the definition of GOT0 it follows 
that (A +/I . JJ, U) is in GOTO*(R, a) iff /I =&X and (A --t & a Xy, u) E R’ for some 
& E V*. By the induction hypothesis, this is equivalent to the fact that there is 
/-Ii E V* such that & =/Ilal and (A -j?, - a,Xy, u) E R. 1 
3. CORRECTNESS OF LLP(k) PARSING 
We are not yet sure that our parser works. This means we have to prove that 
exactly words in the language are accepted. Moreover, we would like the parser to 
halt for each input, i.e., erroneous strings should be rejected by halting in the error 
configuration. It will be shown that the former condition is satisfied by any charac- 
teristic parser, including nondeterministic ones. Of course, only deterministic devices 
are of practical interest. The important point is that once our parser is deterministic, 
it halts for all inputs. 
We would emphasize that our results form the first complete proof that a mixed 
strategy parsing method really works, since either in Lomet’s original framework [ 141 
or in other previous treatements [2,5, 121 no attention has been paid to the 
correctness of the parsing algorithm. 
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Readers not interested in the details of our proofs may skip or skim them without 
worries about subsequent backtracking in text. The material contained in the present 
section will not be referred to any further. 
We divide the argument into several steps. First we pick up some properties of 
configurations reachable from the initial one. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, C a characteristic, m, n > 0, 
R ” ,..., R, E CPS(C, G, k), x, y E T*. If 
lJ,,xy k” R, ... R, y and ACT(R,, (k)y) # 0 
then there are xi E T*, 0 < i < m, such that x =x0 .. . x,, and 
(i) base(Ri)=>*xi, (Ri, (k)~i ... x, y) E WORK, 0 Q i < m, an& 
(ii) if n = 0 or m > 1 then R, = ((S’ -+ . S, A)} = U,, and 
(iii) if n > 1 and m = 0 then R, = {(S’ -+ S . , A)} = U,. 
Proof. We use an induction on n. 
Basis. n = 0. Then x = A, m = 0, R, = U,, base(UJ = A =x* A, and 
(U,, (k)y) E WORK by Step 1 of Algorithm 2.1. 
Induction Step. n > 0. Assume that the lemma is true for all computations of 
length n - 1. We can write x = x’a, and 
U,xy En-’ R; ... R;ay F R, ... R,y (1) 
for some x’ E T*, a E TV {A }, p > 0, Rh ,..., R; E CPS(C, G, k). By the induction 
hypothesis, there are xl E T*, 0 < i < p, satisfying x’ = x6 ... xi, and the statements 
(i), (ii), and (iii) of the lemma for the initial part of the computation. Now the proof 
is divided into three cases according to the type of the last move in (1). 
Type 1. Then aET, p=m>l, Ro=UO, R,=R; for O<i<m-1, and 
R, = GOTO(R;, a). Since ACT(R,, (k)y) # 0, there are A E N, a, p E V*, 
u E FOLLOW,(A) such that (4 + aa. /I, u) E R, and (k)y is in FIRST,&). Let 
xi = xi, 0 < i < m - 1, and x, = x;a. Then using Lemma 2.3 we obtain that 
base(R,) = aa = base( a* xia = x,. 
Since ck’x;uy E FIRST,(aa/Iu) and (R;, ‘k’x;ay) E WORK by (i), we conclude that 
(4,,~ ‘k’x;ay) E WORK. 
Type 2. Then a=A, p=m-1, R,=R; for O<i<m-1, and R,= 
CALLC(R;, (k)y). Since base(R;) =x* XL and (R;, ‘k’x;uy) E WORK by the induction 
hypothesis (i), it follows that (k)~L y is in FIRSTk(base(R$‘k’y). Let xi = XI for 
0 < i < m - I, x, = A. Then (R,,,, (k’ x, y) E WORK due to Lemma 2.1, and we have 
base(R,) = A =X*X,. If p = 0 then n = 0 and RA = U,, for otherwise (iii) would 
imply Rh = U, for which no type 2 move is defined. 
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Type 3. Then a=A, m=p- l,p> 1, R,=R; for O<i<p-2, and there are 
A E N, a E I’* such that (A + a . , (k’y) E R; and R, = GOTO(R;- i , A). Conse- 
quently base(R;) =a and A +a is in P. Let xi=xI for O< i<p - 2, and 
x, = xi- ix;. Using Lemma 2.3 and the induction hypothesis (i) we obtain that 
base(R,) = base(R;-,)A * base(R;-,) base(R;) +* $-ix; =x,. 
We know that ACT(R,, (k)y) # 0. In other words, there are B E NU IS’}, 
/I, y E I’*, L’ E FOLLOW,(B) such that (B +/3 . y, u) E R, and (k)y is in FIRST,(yo). 
Now for /I, = base(R;-,), we have 
(B-P, *AL WR;-, and ck’x;-lx;y E FIRST,@,A~V). 
Thus we conclude that from (R;-, , (k) x, y) E WORK, it follows that the pair 
CR,,,, (k’ x, y) is contained in WORK, too. 1 
The preceding lemma has related computations of our parser to certain derivations 
in the grammar. We also wish to study a relationship in the converse direction. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, C a characteristic, 
A E NV {S’}, a,PE v*, u E FOLLOW,(A), XE v, w, x, Y E T”, 
R E CPS(C, G, k), y E CPS(C, G, k)*, (A -+ a . Xf?, u) E R, (k)y E FIRST,(Pu), and 
suppose that iJ,,xwy F * yR wy. Then 
X a* w impZies yR wy t- * y GOTO(R, X) y. 
Proof: Our assumptions imply that (A -+ a . X/I, u) is an active parse point in R 
with respect to (k)wy. By Lemma 3.1, there is x’ E T* such that a** x’ and 
CR, (k)~‘~y) E WORK. It follows that (k)~‘~y is in FIRST,(aX/?u), which proves the 
parse set GOTO(R, X) to be included in CPS(C, G, k). Let X *” w for some n > 0. 
We proceed by induction on n. 
Basis. n = 0. Then w =X E T. Thus the result follows directly from the definition 
of the type 1 move. 
Induction Step. n > 0. Assume the lemma true for all derivations shorter than n. 
Since n > 0, we have XEN, X*6=x”-‘w for some 6E V*. Let 
R, = CALL”(R, (k) wy). We know that (k)~‘~y is in FIRSTk(a’k’wy). Thus we infer 
that (R,, (k)wy) E WORK. Therefore, the parser makes a type 2 move 
@WY I-- rRRo WY, where (X -+ . 6, (k)y) E R, . (2) 
Let p = lg(6), 6 =X, . . . X,, w = w1 . . . We, Xi *“i wi for some wi E T”, Xi E V, and 
ni<n, l<i<p. Let Ri=GOTO*(R,, ci)@ for 1 < i < p. Then Lemma 2.3 implies 
that the parse points 
(X -+ x, * * * xi_ 1 * xi * * * X,,) (k)y) for l<i<p+l 
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are active in Ri- , with respect to (k)~i . . . wpy. Using the induction hypothesis we 
obtain that 
yRRi_, wi ... wpyk* yRRiwi+, a.- w,y, 1 <ifp. (3) 
Now consider the configuration yRR, y. The parse point (X-+ 6 . , (k)y) is active in 
R,, and we know that GOTO(R,X) is in CPS(C, G, k). Hence the parser makes a 
type 3 move 
yRRp y t- y GOTO(R, X) y. (4) 
Combining (2), (3), and (4) the proof of the lemma is completed. 1 
By the help of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we are able to show that the parser halts in the 
accept conliguration exactly for inputs in the language. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, C a characteristic, w E T*. 
Then U, w F * accept z&T w E L(G). 
Proof: It is a direct consequence of the definition that our parser accepts iff it 
reaches the configuration* Ur. Therefore it is enough to prove that U,, w I- * I?$ iff 
w E L(G). First assume that S =+-* w. Then by Lemma 3.2, we have U,,w t-* R, 
where R = GOTO(U,, S) = U,. On the other hand, we know that base(uJ = S and 
ACT(U,,rl) f 0. Hence from Lemma 3.1 it follows that S z-j* w provided 
U,wt” u,. I 
We have treated our machines as acceptors rather than parsers. However, the 
proofs presented above are designed so that they may be easily extended for proving 
that correct parses are obtained when convenient active parse points are picked, as 
indicated in Section 2. 
Next we turn our attention to the halting problem. As far as deterministic bottom- 
up parsers are concerned, certain restrictive conditions are necessary to guarantee 
such parsers to halt for each input. As shown in [ 151, under the assumption that the 
underlying grammar has no productions of the form A -+ n (called /i-rules), any 
deterministic parsing algorithm working essentially in a bottom-up manner stops and 
reports an error for strings not in the language. Additional knowledge about the way 
the parser handles erroneous inputs is needed if n-rules are allowed. Usually, some 
features of the parser forcing it to stop at the earliest possible position in any input 
string are exploited, cf. [6, 151, in turn implying the correct prefix property. When 
error detection is delayed to a later moment, some problems can arise. For instance, 
characteristic LR(k) parsers 16) may fail to terminate unless the characteristic under 
consideration is prevented from adding parse points corresponding to n-rules. 
Surprisingly enough, LLP(k) parsers do not suffer from such drawbacks. Unlike 
purely bottom-up parsing algorithms, our deterministic parsers halt .under all cir- 
cumstances. 
* Recall our convention U,= {(S’ -+ S ,A)}. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k = 0, C a characteristic, w E T*. 
Suppose that the characteristic LLP(k) parser is deterministic.3 Then w 6S L(G) 
implies U, w I- * error. 
Proof. Let w 65 L(G), and assume for the sake of contradiction that the parser 
does not halt in the error configuration. By Theorem 3.1, the (unique) computation 
on the word w cannot be finished by halting in the accept configuration. Hence the 
parser must go into an infinite loop. Since the input string is of finite length, a 
configuration has to be reached such that no input is read any further. Suppose 
yOR,x to be such one, where y,, E CPS(C, G, k)*, R, E CPS(C, G, k), and x E T*. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that U,,w I- + yOR,x. 
We now develop a formal tool for dealing with computations in which the parser 
must eventually consume some input. Let yRx be a configuration such that 
yOR,x t- * yRx. Let us call yRx to be shift anticipating iff there are v E T’ , A E N, 
a,PE v*, and u E FOLLOW,(A) such that (A + a . j3, u) E R, p=z-* v, and 
(k)~ = (k)v~. Note that the definition tests active parse points. 
First we prove that the computation of the parser cannot proceed too long without 
any use of shift anticipating configurations because computations of this kind pop 
symbols from the stack. 
Claim 1. If yRx is not shift anticipating and y # A, then yRx t- * y’x for some 
y’ E CPC(C, G, k)+ such that lg(y’) = lg(y). 
Proof of the claim. The fact that the parser is caught in a loop forces 
ACT(R, (k)~) # 0. Let us choose a parse point (A + a - p, u) from this set such that 
lg(j?) is maximal. Since yRx is not shift anticipating, it follows that /?a* A and 
u = (k’x. 
Next we show that this parse point and other ones generated by it will govern the 
actions of the parser from this point on until the topmost symbol of the stack is 
erased. Let p = lg@), /I = B, --.B, for some BiEN such that Bi>*A, 1 <i<p. 
Then for Ri = GOTO(R, (i)j?), Lemma 3.2 implies 
yRixt* yRi+,x, O<i<p- 1, i.e. yRxt--* yR,x. 
Let (B -+ ap. 8, z) be a parse point included in ACT(R,, (k)~). Using Lemma 2.3, 
from p** A it follows that (B -+ a - PS, z) is active in R. Hence 6 = A by the 
maximality of /3. Thus the only possible move from yRpx is a type 3 move by which 
the length of the pushdown store is decreased to lg(y). This completes the proof of the 
claim. 
Now assume that none of the configurations yRx such that y,,R,x t * yRx is shift 
anticipating. Then by Claim 1, the parser eventually erases its pushdown store down 
to one symbol, say R’. However, this is clearly a contradiction because 
3 As usual, the parser is said to be deterministic iff for any configurations c,, cl, c3, c, F cz and 
c, t cj implies cz = cl. 
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Lemma 3.1 (iii) proves R ’ = U, in this case, which would cause halting in the next 
move. Thus we conclude that there is a shift anticipating configuration yRx such that 
U,w F+ yoR,x k* yRx. 
To prove the theorem we now only need to show that, in some of the subsequent 
moves, the input head is to be advanced. For this purpose, we would like to have a 
measure on the periods of time within which some type 1 move must be performed. 
We define 
index(yRx) = min{n / (A + a . ,R, u) E R, p +” ,4,, and 
(k)~ E FIRSTk(PI u) for some pi E TV*}. 
Note that the set on the right is guaranteed to be nonempty by the shift anticipating 
property of yRx. 
Claim 2. If yRx is a shift anticipating configuration with index(yRx) > 0 then 
yRx t- * y’R ‘x for some shift anticipating configuration y’R’x such that 
index(y’R’x) < index(yRx). 
Proof of the claim. Let n > 0, A E N, a,/3 E I’*, u E FOLLOW,(A), j3, E TV* 
such that (A + a . /3, u) E R, (k)x E FIRST&Ii u), /3 *“/I,, and n = index(yRx). Since 
n > 0, we have /3 = BP, for some B E N, & E V*. We must distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. Barn/i and j32*npm /I1 for some m > 1. Let R’ = GOTO(R, B). Then 
(k)~ E FIRSTk@‘, u), (A -+ aB . /I*, U) E R’, and 
yRx t- + yR’x 
by Lemmas 2.3 and 3.2. Clearly it holds that index(yR’x) < n - m < n. 
Case 2. Ban-“‘P3, /3z*mp4, and p,=/33/34 for some m>O, P3E TV*, and 
p4 E V*. Then there is 6 E V+ such that 
Let R’ = CALL’(R, (k)~). By the definition, this parse set involves all the parse 
points (B + . 6, y) for each y E FIRST,(P,u). From Lemma 3.1 it follows that 
base(R) = a ** z and (R, (k)~x) E WORK for some z E T*. Therefore we have 
R’ E CPS(C, G, k), and the parser makes a type 2 move 
yRx t- yRR’x. 
It remains to verify that the index of the configuration yRR’x does not exceed 
n-m-l<n, i.e., that there is some y E FIRST,(&u) such that 
(k)x E FIRST,& y). This follows from the fact that p, +* /I4 and 
(k)x E FIRST,(P& u). 
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By virtue of Claim 2, after a finite number of moves, the parser reaches a shift 
anticipating configuration yRx of index zero. Then for some A E N, a E T, a, p E V*, 
and u E FOLLOW,(A), we have an active parse point (A --t a . a/J, U) in R. Again, 
Lemma 3.1 ensures that GOTO(R, a) is in CPS(C, G, k). If k > 1 then (‘)x = a. In 
the case k = 0, all (active) parse points in R must have terminals following the dot, 
for otherwise the determinism of the parser would be violated. We conclude that the 
parser would attempt to read an input symbol which contradicts our choice of the 
configuration y0 R,x. 1 
4. LLP CONSISTENT COLLECTIONS 
In the characteristic LLP(k) parser, in order for the parser to be deterministic, we 
wish that the actions defined by any two active parse points within a parse set not 
conflict. Thus the type of the next move must be uniquely determined, and, moreover, 
if a type 3 move is to be performed, we must ensure the uniqueness of the production 
being reduced. This leads to the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, C a characteristic. The 
collection CPS(C, G, k) is called LLP consistent iff for all R E CPS(C, G, k), and any 
two parse points (A + a - p, u) (A’ + a’ . p’, u’) included in R, if 
FIRST,@) n FIRST,(j’u’) # 0; 
then either 
(i) both /3 and /3’ are in TV*, or 
(ii) both ,f3 and /?’ are in NV*, or 
(iii) p = /3’ = .4 and (4 + a) = (A’ -+ a’). 
As an illustration of the above definition, we offer the reader to verify that the 
collection CPS(C, G, 1) from Example 2.1 is LLP consistent. 
We must also show that our new concept satisfies the desired properties. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, C a characteristic. If the 
collection CPS(C, G, k) is LLP consistent then the corresponding characteristic 
LLP(k) parser is deterministic. 
Proof: For any parse set R in an LLP consistent collection, and for any w E Tek, 
if a parse point (A -+ a . /?, U) is active in R with respect to w, then at most one of the 
cases 1, 2, and 3 mentioned in Definition 2.5 can occur. In case 3, also the 
uniqueness of the nonterminal A is ensured by Definition 4.1. 1 
Since LLP consistency implies determinism, we wish to have some knowledge on 
the class of grammars for which LLP consistent collections indeed exist. The reader 
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has certainly guessed that we have just reached the point when LLP(k) grammars are 
to attract our attention. 
The class of LLP(k) grammars has been introduced in [14] by means of a parser 
oriented definition. Certain collection4 of parse sets is created, and then it is tested 
whether it is LLP consistent. We will not present that definition here because we 
prefer to start with a characterization of this class that has been obtained in [ 181. The 
reader not familiar with (14, 181 may regard Proposition 4.1 presented below as a 
definition. 
First we need to recall some additional concepts. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let X be a set. A weak partition of X is a set 7c of nonempty 
subsets of X with the property that for any a E X there is some YE 7c such that 
a E Y. The members of the set n will be referred as blocks of 7~. 
For a, b E X, we write a E b (mod or) iff a E Y and b E Y for some block Y of II. In 
most cases, the weak partition n will be clear from the context, and we shall write 
simply a = b instead of a = b (mod n). We denote by [a], the intersection of all 
blocks of z containing a. 
A weak partition 71 of X is called a partition of X iff its blocks are pairwise dis- 
joint. 
The fundamental objects we are concerned with will be weak partitions of a set 
related to the FOLLOW operation. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0. We define 
M,(G) = {(A, u) /A E N and u E FOLLOW,(A)}. 
Let II be a weak partition of M,(G). Such a weak partition is called admissible iff for 
any (A, u), (A’, u’) E M,(G), a,/I,/?’ E V*, if A -+ c& A’+@ are in P, 
(A, u) = (A’, u’) (mod rr), and 
then either 
FIRST,(@) n FIRST,@‘u’) f 0; 
(i) both /? and p’ are in TV*, or 
(ii) /3 = Cy, /I’ = C’y’ for some C, C’ E N, y, y’ E V*, and (C, z) = (C’, z’) 
(mod n) for all z E FIRST&u), z’ E FIRST,(y’u’), or 
(iii) /3 = p’ = A and A = A’. 
With the help of admissible weak partitions, the class of LLP(k) grammars can be 
characterized as follows, cf. [ 181. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0. The grammar G is an 
LLP(k) grammar fl there exists some admissible weak partition n of M,(G). 
’ If the lookahead check performed in Algorithm 2.1 were omitted, it would produce this collection. 
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Our next task is to show how LLP consistent collections can be built for LLP(L) 
grammars. In other words, we have to find convenient characteristics to parameterize 
Algorithm 2.1. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, 71 a weak partition of 
M,(G). We define the characteristic C(n) as follows. For any parse set R, if 
(B + . B, v) E R for some B E N, BE V*, and v E FOLLOW,(B), then add to R all 
the parse points (A + . a, u) such that (A, u) E [(B, v)]~ and A -+ a is in P. 
We recall our running example grammar to illustrate the new concepts. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let k = 1, consider the grammar G from Example 2.1. Let r be 
the weak partition of M,(G) defined as follows. 
Then the characteristic C(z) adds initial parse points into parse sets according to the 
following description. For any set R = CALL(R’, w), where R’ is a parse set and 
w E T*‘, if R is a subset of {(B + . bB,A), (B -+ . c, II)} then C(z) adds nothing to 
R, otherwise C(n) adds all the initial parse points to R. Hence the collection 
CPS(C(;rr), G, 1) coincides with that presented in Example 2.1. 
Let us accept the following convention. Hereafter the letter U will always denote 
the set 
i.e., a standard subset of any collection of parse sets. 
The next lemma will explain the effect of adding parse points by the characteristic 
C(x). Informally, this characteristic builds parse sets in accordance with the 
relation = (mod rr). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, n an admissible weak 
partition of M,(G), R E CPS(C@), G, k) - U, (A, 3 u,), (4, uz> E M,(G), 
a, PI, /I2 E V*, (Ai + (X * pi, Ui) E R, i= 1,2. Then (A,, u,) E (AZ, Us) (mod z). 
Proof: Let (R,,, w,,),..., (R,, WJ be a C(n)-creating sequence for R. The argument 
is an induction on n (R 6? U implies n > 1). 
Basis. n = 1. Then R = CALLC’“‘(U,, w,). Hence for any parse point (B + . /I, v) 
in R we obtain that (B, v) E [(S, A)],, i.e., for any block Y of 7c including (S, /i) we 
must have (Ai, ui) E Y, i= 1,2. Since n is a weak partition of M,(G) and 
(S, A) E M,(G), there is at least one block Y with this property. 
Induction Step. n > 1. Assume the lemma true for all parse sets with a C(z)- 
creating sequence of length n - 1. Since n > 1, the set R,-, can equal neither U, nor 
U,. Now the proof divides into two cases. 
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Case 1. R = GOTO(R,_, ,X) for some XE I’. Then a = yX for some y E V*. 
and (Ai+Y*XPi>Ui)ER,-,, i= 1, 2. Thus the induction hypothesis implies 
(A,,u,)- (A,,u,). 
Case 2. R = CALLC’“‘(R,- , , w,). Then a = A, and there are (Bi, vi) E Mk(G), 
Bi-+ yi E P such that 
(Bi + . yi, Ui) E CALL(R,- 17 w,) and (AiT uj) E I(Bi9 ui)],, i= l, 2. 
Therefore, for some Di E N, di, S; E I’*, zi E FOLLOW,(D,), we have 
and 
(Di- 6i . BiB;, Zi) ~ R,_,) ui E FIRST,(Gizi), i = 1, 2, 
w, E FIRST@, 8; z,) n FIRST,(B,&z,). 
From Lemma 2.2 we know that 6, = 6,. Applying the induction hypothesis we obtain 
that (DI, z,) z (Dz, zJ. Since rt is admissible (condition (ii) in Definition 4.3), we 
have (B,, u,) E (Bz, uJ. In other words, there is a block Y of rr such that 
(Bi, vi) E Y, i.e., [ (Bi, oi)lz E Y, i = 1, 2. Consequently (Ai, ui) E Y, i = 1, 2. I 
Now we are able to prove the requested result that admissible weak partitions yield 
LLP consistent collections. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, 71 an admissible weak 
partition of M,(G). Then the collection CPS(C(n), G, k) is LLP consistent. 
Proof It follows directly from Lemmas 2.2 and 4.2 that any parse set involved in 
CPS(C(;lr), G, k) - U possesses the properties mentioned in Definition 4.1. Since the 
sets U, and U, are singletons, they satisfy these properties as well. I 
It may happen we are sure that a grammar is LLP(k), but we do not know 
explicitly any admissible weak partition. Then the following characteristic becomes 
useful. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0. Let C, be the charac- 
teristic adding no parse points to any parse set. Then C, is called the canonical 
characteristic, and CPS(C,, G, k) is said to be the canonical collection of parse sets. 
In the canonical case, our parsing algorithm degenerates to the original LLP(k) 
one [ 141. We now wish to compare canonical collections with those built by 
noncanonical characteristics. It is intuitively clear that a characteristic expands 
canonical parse sets with some other parse points. The lemma below presents a 
formalization of this idea. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k 2 0, C a characteristic, 
R E CPS(C,,G, k). Then there exists a parse set R’ E CPS(C, G, k) such that 
RsR’. 
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Proof. Let (RO, w,,),..., (R,, wn) be a C,-creating sequence for R. Let RI, = R,, 
and for all O<i<n- 1, 
RI,, = GOTO(RI,X,) if Ri+, = GOTO(R,, Xi) for some Xi E I’, 
RI+, = CALL’(Rj, wi+ ,) if Ri+ 1 = CALLCo(Ri, wi+ ,). 
Inducing on j we prove that Rj E RI for 0 < j < n. 
Basis. j = 0. True by construction. 
Induction Step. j > 0. Assume R,-, 2 RI_, . First observe that both the GOT0 
and CALL operators preserve inclusion, i.e. REP implies 
GOTO(R, X) E GOTO@‘, X) and CALL@, w) c CALL@‘, w) for any parse sets - - 
R, R’, and any XE V, WE T *k Next we must consider two cases. . 
Case 1. Rj = GOTO(R,-, , Xj-i). Since GOT0 preserves inclusion, the proof 
follows immediately. 
Case 2. Rj = CALLCo(Rj-, , wj). Applying the induction hypothesis together 
with the fact that CALL preserves inclusion, we obtain that CALL(R,/-, , wj) is 
included in CALL(Rj- , , wj). It follows directly from the definitions that 
and 
CALLCo(Rj-, , wj) = CALL(R,-, , wj) 
CALL(R;-, , wj) g CALL=(R;-, , wj). 
This completes the induction argument. Thus we have shown that R c R;. Since 
(Rh, w,,),..., (RL, w,) is a C-creating sequence for RA, Lemma 2.1 ensures that the 
parse set RI, is contained in CPS(C, G, k). I 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, C a characteristic. 
Suppose CPS(C, G, k) to be LLP consistent. Then the canonical collection 
CPS(C,, G, k) is LLP consistent. 
Proof Assume the contrary. Then using Lemma 4.3, we could find an incon- 
sistent parse set in CPS(C, G, k). I 
We now are ready to show that canonical parse sets are LLP consistent provided 
the grammar in question is LLP(k). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be an LLP(k) grammar, k >O. Then the 
canonical collection CPS(C,, G, k) is LLP consistent. 
Proof. Combine Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1. I 
The results of this section have deep consequences for the application of LLP(k) 
parsing. It is guaranteed that a valid deterministic parser is obtained for any 
admissible weak partition. Thus searching within the class of all admissible weak 
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partitions one can optimize the size of the parser. However, such optimization 
method requires a knowledge of an easily computable estimation on the size of the 
corresponding collections of parse sets. This will be the subject of Section 6. 
5. THE CANONICAL WEAK PARTITION 
The canonical characteristic occupies a special place among all the characteristics 
due to certain relationship between canonical parse sets and derivations in the 
grammar. This will help us in proving both lower and upper bounds on the size of 
our parser, and in showing that LLP consistency forces the grammar in question to 
be LLP(k). 
Since weak partitions will appear at the centre of our arguments, we are interested 
in those reflecting as precisely as possible the structure of canonical collections. For 
this reason, we now recall a concept that has been utilized in [18]. In fact, the 
construction given below provides the fundamental tool for obtaining admissible 
weak partitions, if one exists at all. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0. We define the canonical 
weak partition CWP(G, k) as follows. 
CWP(G, k) = {gr(R) 1 R E CPS(C,, G, k) - U and base(R) =A}, 
where gr(R) = ((A, U) / (A -+ a . p, U) is a parse point in R). 
Our main idea is to study the relationship between the finite object CWP(G, k) and 
an infinite number of derivations in the grammar. The derivations we will consider 
can be described with the help of the following concepts. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, n > 0. We define 
Q, = ((w, a, ,..., a,) / w E T*k, ai E V*, 1 < i < n), 
Q= 6 Q,,. 
II : II 
Let q E Q, q = (w, a, ,..., a,), and Y G M,(G). Then we define 
t(Y,q)=((A,,v)/(A,,u)EY,Ai-,-+aiAi/?,areinP,1<i<n, 
w E FIRST,(A,& ... /I, u), and u E FIRST,@,, ... pi u) 
for someAiEN, O<i<n,/?,E V*, 1 <i<n, uE T*k}. 
Particularly, if Y = {(S, A)), we use an abbreviation t(q) instead of t( { (S, A )), q). 
In fact, we investigate paths in certain derivation trees sharing a common structure 
with respect to prefixes of the right hand sides in the productions used. Figure 1, 
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FIG. 1. Chains of productions corresponding to elements of sets f(q). where 
q = (b, a), (b, a, b), (b, a, b, b) ,..., and G is from Example 2.1. 
recalling our running example grammar, might be helpful in explaining the 
construction of the sets defined above. 
Note that t(q) sets form subsets of M,(G), and, conversely, each element of M,(G) 
is contained in some t(q) set. Thus the set of all nonempty t(q) sets is a weak 
partition of M,(G). 
Next we wish to relate nonempty t(q) sets to the blocks of the canonical weak 
partition. We prove a sequence of lemmas from which the result will follow. 
Our first lemma describes the conditions under which chains of productions under 
consideration can be assembled together. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, Y&M,(G), q, q’ E Q, 
4 = (w a1 ,-**, (In), q’ = (w’, a; )...) a&). Let us denote by q . q’ the element of Q, +,,, of 
the form (IV’, aI ,..., a,,, ai ,..., ah). Then 
(i) t(t(K q), 4’) c t(K q . q’), and 
(ii) w E FIRST,(a; .. a ah w’) implies t( Y, q . q’) & t(t( Y, q), q’). 
Proof. The proof follows directly from the definitions involved and is omitted. 1 
We also need to establish a relationship between t(Y, q) sets and operators 
GOTO* and CALL. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, R E CPS(C,, G, k) - U, 
base(R) = A, a E V*, w E T* k. Then 
t(gr(R), (w, a)) = gr(CALL(GOT0 *(R, a), IV). 
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Proof: Let (A, U) E t(gr(R), (w, a)), i.e., assume that 
B + a.4p E P, u E FIRST,(@), and w E FIRST,(APn) (6) 
for some (B, u) E gr(R), /3 E I’*. Since base(R) =/i, we have R = CALL(R’, w’) for 
some R’ E CPS(C,, G, k) and w’ E T *’ Consequently (6) is equivalent to . 
(B --f . a@, v) E R, u E FIRST,@), and w E FIRST,(&Iu). 
Then Lemma 2.3 together with the definition of CALL imply the assertion of the 
lemma. I 
A method for obtaining certain sets of initial parse points will be needed later on. 
The following lemma does the job. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, C a characteristic, 
R E CPS(C, G, k), CR,,, q,)r...r (R,, wn) a C-creating sequence for R, and 
j = n - lg(base(R)). Then base(Rj) =/i and R = GOTO*(Rj, base(R)). 
Proof. We use induction on i = lg(base(R)). 
Basis. i=O. Thenj=n, base(R)=/l, and R =GOTO*(R,,rl). 
Induction Step. i > 0. Assume the lemma true for i - 1. Since base(R) # /1, we 
have n > 0 and R, = GOTO(R,_, , X) for some X E V. By Lemma 2.3, this implies 
base(R,) = base(R, ,)X. Since 
j = n - 1 - (i - 1) = n - 1 - lg(base(R,- ,)), 
from the induction hypothesis it follows that base(Rj) =/1 and R,-, = 
GOTO*(Rj, base(R+,)). Therefore we have 
R, = GOTO(GOTO*(Rj, base(R,-,)), X) = GOTO*(Rj, base(R,)). 1 
We now prove that any block of the canonical weak partition can be expressed as 
a t(q) set. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0, m > 1. (RO, w,) ,..., (R,, wm) 
a Co-creating sequence for R, , R, # 0, and base(R,) = A. Then there are n > 0, 
ai E V*, 1 < i< n, such that 
g@,) = t((w,,,, a, ,..., a,)). 
Proof. The argument is an induction on m. 
Basis. m = 1. Then R, = CALL(U,, w,,J, g@,) = 16%~)1, and 
w, E FIRST,(S). Hence gr(R,) = t((w,)). 
Induction Step. m > 1. Assume that the lemma is true for all m’ < m. Since 
base (R,) = A, we have R, = CALL(R,-,, w,) and w,_, E FIRST,(aw,), where 
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a = base(R,-,). Let j= m - 1 - lg(a). Then by Lemma 5.3, it holds that 
base(Rj) = /i and R,,- , = GOT0 *(Rj, a). Consequently wj = w,_ i . Using the 
induction hypothesis, we can write gr(Rj) = t(q’) for some q’ of the form 
(wj9 aI 3-3 a,,). Let q = q’ . (wm, a). Since wj E FIRST,(aw,), Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 
imply that 
t(q) = t(q’ . (w,, a)) = @(q’), (w,, a>> = @r(Rj), (w,, a)> = gr(R,). i 
On the other hand, we show that any nonempty t(q) set forms a block of the 
canonical weak partition. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced CFG, k > 0, n > 0, q E Q, 
4 = (w, a, ,..., an), t(q) # 0. Then there is a C,-creating sequence (R,,, w,,),..., (R,, WJ 
such that m > 1, base(R,) =A, t(q) = gr(R,), and w, = w. 
Proof. We use an induction on n. 
Basis. n = 0. Then q = (w) for some w E FIRST,(S), t(q) = {(S,A)}. Hence 
(U,, w), (CALL(U,,, w), w) is the required C,-creating sequene. 
Induction Step. n > 0. Assume that the lemma is true for all elements of Q, ~, . 
Since G is reduced and L(G) # 0 (global assumption), we have w’ E FIRST,(a, w) 
for some w’ E T *k. Let q’ = (w’, a, ,..., a n-1). By the induction hypothesis, there is 
some C,-creating sequence (R,, w,,),,.., (R,, w,) such that base@,,,) = A, 
t(q’) = gr(R,), and w, = w’. From Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 we know that 
t(q) = W . (w, a,)> = Wf), ( w, a,>) = t(gr(R,,,), (w, a,>> = g@), 
where R = CALL(GOTO*(R,, a,,), w). Let p = lg(a,), and 
R,+i = GOTO*(R,, (j)a,,), w,,,+~ = w’ for 1 < i < p, and 
R m+p+ I= CAWR,+,~ ~1, wm+p+l = w. 
Now f(q) # 0 implies R # 0, i.e., there are (A, u) E M,(G), B E N, /3 E V* such that 
(A + 0, . BP, u) E R,,, and w E FIRST,(BPu). Hence w, E FIRST,(a,B/3u), and 
we conclude that (R,,, y,),..., (Rmfpfl, w~+~+~> is a Co-creating sequence satisfying 
the desired properties. 1 
A combination of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 yields the following characterization of the 
blocks of the canonical weak partition. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced CFG, k > 0. Then 
CWP(G, k) = {t(q) f 0 I q E Ql. 
Moreover, these lemmas will help us in proving the assertion presented below. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced CFG, k >, 0, C a characteristic. 
Assume the collection CPS(C, G, k) to be LLP consistent. Then G is an LLP(k) 
grammar. 
Proof. Due to Corollary 4.1, it is sufficient to prove that the LLP consistency of 
the canonical collection implies that the canonical weak partition is an admissible 
weak partition of M,(G). By Theorem 5.1, CWP(G, k) is a weak partition of M,(G). 
It remains to show that it is also admissible. Let (A. u), (A’, u’) E M,(G), 
a,/?,p’E V*, t~ET*~,A-$ap,A’~ap’Ep, 
(A, u) = (A’, u’)(mod CWP(G, k)) and v E FIRST,(@)fl FIRST,(P’u’). 
Then Theorem 5.1 shows that (A, u), (A’, u’) E t(q) for some q E Q. Let q be of the 
form (w, a, ,..., a,). Since G is reduced, we can choose some word w’ E FIRST,(av). 
Therefore we have 
w’ E FIRST,(Au) n FIRST,(A’u’). 
In other words, (A, u), (A ‘, u’) E t(q’) where q’ = (w’, a, ,..., a,). An application of 
Lemma 5.5 gives us a Co-creating sequence (R,, We),..., (R,,,, w,J such that 
base@,) =/i, gr(R,) = t(q’), and w, = w’. Let R = GOTO*(R,, a). Since 
w’ E FIRST,(@), we obtain that 
(A-+a.p,u),(A’+a. /3’, u’) E R and (R, w’) E WORK. 
Thus by the LLP consistency of the collection CPS(C,, G, k), both (‘)/I and “)/?’ are 
either terminals or nonterminals or empty, with A = A’ in the last case. If /3 = Cy, 
/I’ = C’y’ for some C, C’ E N, y, y’ E V*, let us choose some words z E FIRST,(yu), 
z’ E FIRST,(y’u’). Then (C, z), (C’, z’) E gr(R’) where R’ = CALL(R, v). Since we 
know that w’ E FIRST,(av), we conclude that R’ E CPS(C,, G, k) - U, i.e., that we 
have (C, z) E (C’, z’) (mod CWP(G, k)). 1 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced CFG, k > 0. Then the 
following four statements are equivalent. 
(i) G is an LLP(k) grammar, 
(ii) there is a characteristic C such that the collection CPS(C, G, k) is LLP 
consistent, 
(iii) the canonical collection CPS(C,, G, k) is LLP consistent, 
(iv) the canonical weak partition CWP(G, k) is admissible. 
Proof. Use Theorems 4.1, 5.2, and Corollary 4.1. 1 
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6. PARSER SIZE BOUNDS 
For practical applications, we wish that the number of parse sets generated, which 
is often regarded as a useful measure of parser size, not exceed certain reasonable 
bounds with respect to the grammar in question. One reasonable requirement might 
be expressed as the possibility of constructing parsers with size bounded by a 
polynomial in the size of the grammar. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG. We define the size of G to be 
the number 
IIGII = c Wa). 
It has been believed that the theory of characteristic parsing, turning out to 
embody most well-known parsing techniques as particular instances of its own, might 
represent such an efficient technique. Indeed, we have all the conceivable charac- 
teristics in our disposal for the generation of valid deterministic parsers. Unfor- 
tunately, we are going to prove that this is not the case. In fact, we discover the 
existence of certain borders, out of which no efficient parser optimization appears to 
be possible. On the other hand, we shall show that, for a large class of grammars, 
characteristic parsers can be obtained of far smaller size than that achievable by most 
well known parsing techniques. 
Our lower bound arguments will be based on the following family of grammars. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Consider the grammar class G, = (N,, T,, P,, S), where n > 1, 
N,= {S,A 1,...,Az,,), T,= @,,...,a,,&,..., bZn, c, d}, and P, consists of productions 
S -+ cA,b, (1 <i<2n), 
Ai --t cA,bi (l<i<2n), 
Ai+ ujAi (l<i<2n,l<j<n,i#2j-l,2j), 
A 2j-l -+ a,A,-,b, (1 <j<n), 
A2j+ajAzjb,j-1 (1 <<j< n), 
A,+dA, (1 <i<2n), 
Ai+d (1 <i<2n). 
Note that 11 G,,ll is a polynomial of degree two in n. Now let k = 1, and let rc, be the 
weak partition of M,(G,) with blocks formed by {(S, A)} and { (Ap, b,), (A,, b,)} such 
that p, r E (2j - 1,2j}, s, t E (2m - 1,2m} for some j, m E { l,..., n}, p # s and I # t. 
It is not difficult to verify that II, is admissible, i.e., that G, is an LLP(1) grammar 
(but not LLP(O), as easily seen). 
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Clearly the number of blocks in the above weak partitions is again a polynomial in 
n. However, any polynomial estimation on the size of the generated collection must 
fail. In fact, it turns out that the parsing problem for grammars G, is too difficult to 
be performed by any deterministic characteristic parser of polynomial size with 
respect to n, regardless what characteristic has been chosen. Due to lack of space, we 
prove here a slightly weaker result concerning parsers built from LLP consistent 
collections. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let G, be the grammar from Example 6.1, n > 1, k = 1. Then for 
any characteristic C such that CPS(C, G, 1) is LLP consistent, it holds that’ 
1 CPS(C, G,, 1)1> 2”. 
Proof: Our proof strategy is as follows. First we prove that the canonical 
collection is at least of exponential size. Then it will be shown that no expansion of 
parse sets (Lemma 4.3) can result in an improvement in size. 
For each X 5 {l,..., n}, let px be the permutation of the set {l,..., 2n} defined below. 
Let 1 <j<n. Then 
p,(2j- 1)=2j- 1, px(2j)=2j if j&X, 
p,(2j - 1) = 2j, p,(2j) = 2j - 1 if jEX. 
Clearly px # py provided X # Y. Hence there are 2” distinct permutations of this 
kind. We now relate these permutations to certain blocks of the canonical weak par- 
tition. 
Claim. For each Xc {l,..., n}, let Z, = ((Ail bj) 1 p,(i) = j). Then there are 
m> 1, a,E Vz, 1 <r<m, such that 
Z, = t((d, al ~.-.~ a,>> = t((aj. a, ,..., a,)) for 1 <j< n. 
Proof of the claim. An induction on IX/. 
Basis. /XI = 0, i.e., X = 0. It follows directly from the definitions that 
Z, = t((d, c)) = t((aj, ~1). 
Induction Step. /XI > 0. Assume the claim true for all sets of cardinality /X/ - 1. 
We have X # 0, j E X for some j E (l,..., n}. Let X’ =X - {j}. By the induction 
hypothesis, Z,, = t(q) for some q E Q of the form (aj, a,,..., a,). Hereafter let w be d 
or a, for 1 < r < n. The set t(Z,,, (w, aj)) contains exactly the pairs (Ai, vi) such that 
(Ai, ui) E z,,, Ai+ajAi/3,E P,, and viE FIRST,(/3iui) for some pi E V,*, 
ui, vi E (6, ,..., bz,), 1 < i < 2n. Thus we have vi = ui for i # 2j - 1, 2j, vzj-, = bzj, 
and vzj = bzj-, . In other words, it holds that Z, = t(t(q), (w, aj)). Let q’ = q . (IV, aj). 
Since aj is in FIRST,(ajw), using Lemma 5.1 we conclude that Z, = t(q’). This 
completes the proof of the claim. 
For any XC (l,..., n}, a Co-creating sequence (R,, w&..., (R,, w,) can be found 
' We denote by /Xl the cnrdinalif~ of a set 2’. 
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by combining our claim and Lemma 5.5, such that m > 1, R, = CALL(R,-, , d), 
gr(R,) = Z,, and w, = d. Let R, = GOTO(R,, d), and 
H={(Aijd',bj)( l~i,j(2n}. 
An application of Lemma 2.3 shows that 
Since d E FIRST,(db,), R, is a canonical parse set for G,. Now from Lemma 4.3 it 
follows that there exists a parse set Rk in CPS(C, G, k) such that R, 5 R;. 
Next we show that R, n H = R; n H. Assume that (A i -+ d . , bj) is a parse point 
in R; n H. By our construction, we must have (A, - d . , bj) in Rk n H for some r 
such that RX(r) =j, because px is a permutation. Hence i = r, for otherwise the LLP 
consistency would be violated. 
Thus we have shown that Ri # R $ provided X # Y. This implies that the collection 
CPS(C, G,, 1) contains at least 2” distinct parse sets. 1 
It is natural to ask whether another parsing strategy may provide parsers for G, of 
substantially smaller size. In [ 191, we show that the answer is negative, namely, that 
there is no deterministic pushdown-like machine of polynomial size capable of 
producing the right parse for G,, regardless what amount of lookahead is exploited 
for parsing. 
One might suspect that, for LLP(0) grammars, no such size gap exists. Unfor- 
tunately, recent investigations in this field have shown that it does exist. In his paper 
1211, Ukkonen has established an exponential growth rate for the size of deterministic 
pushdown transduders acting as right parsers of a sequence of right regular LR(0) 
grammars. By Theorem 5.3 of [ 181, any LR(0) grammar of this kind (Greibach 
normal form) is LLP(0). 
We now turn to investigating upper bounds on parser size. By virtue of preceding 
results, we have to impose certain restriction on the family of grammars dealt with, in 
order to obtain an easily computable estimation of the number of parse sets used by 
our parser. This leads to the following concept. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k > 0. The grammar G is called 
an SD(k) grammar iff there exists an admissible weak partition TL of M,(G) with its 
blocks pairwise disjoint. Let us call n to be an admissible partition in this case. 
To justify this terminology, we recall our results of [ 181 showing that a reduced 
CFG is an SD(O) grammar iff it is a strict deterministic grammar [9]. It is worth 
mentioning that LLP(k) grammars are sometimes called weak SD(k) ones. Similarly, 
partitioned LL(k) grammars [4] have been renamed as strong SD(k) ones. The reader 
is referred to Nijholt [ 161 for an exhaustive treatement on various kinds of grammars 
representing generalizations of the strict deterministic family. 
The following inclusion relations between the grammar families mentioned above 
hold true. 
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strong SD(O) = SD(O)% weak SD(O) 
strong SD(k)% SD(k)$ weak so(k), k> 1. 
SD(k) grammars possess highly interesting properties with respect to parser 
optimization. In the following, we show that characteristic parsers for SD(k) 
grammars can be built in a very straightforward manner, without using the 
complicated computation of Algorithm 2.1. The obtained collection of parse sets is 
very small, in any case its size is bounded by 2 + ]]G]lk+‘, and it is guaranteed to be 
smaller than the canonical collection. 
This is what is formally stated by the assertion given below. In certain sense, 
results of 161, namely, Theorems 8.1 and 8.2, are generalized here for lookahead of 
arbitrary length. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced SD(k) grammar with an 
admissible partition rt of M,(G), k > 0. For YE x, a E V*, let 
R(Y,a)=((A-ra./?,u)](A,u)EYandA-+a/?EP}. 
Then 
(i) CPS(C(n>, G,k) = UU {R(K a)#01 YE x ami k(a)< IIGII}, 
(ii) I CPS(C(n), G, k)l < I CPS(C,, G, k)l. 
Proof. Our first observation confirms the fact that any parse set contained in the 
collection CPS(C(Z), G, k) has the desired form. 
Claim 1. Let (A --t a ./I, u) be a parse point involved in some parse set 
R E CPS(C(n), G, k) - U. Then R = R([(A, u)]~, a). 
Proof of the claim. From Lemmas 2.3 and 5.3, it follows that there exists a parse 
set R’ = CPS(C(n), G, k) - U such that the parse point (A -t . a/?, U) is in R’ and 
R = GOT0 *(R ‘, a). Therefore we have R ’ = CALLC’“‘(R “, w) for some 
R” E CPS(C(7c), G, k) and w E T* k. By Lemma 4.2, all the elements of the set gr(R’) 
are in relation E (mod rr) to each other. Since (A, u) E gr(R’) and the blocks of 7c are 
pairwise disjoint, we have gr(R’) = [(A, u)]~. C onsequently, R’ is formed exactly by 
the parse points (B + e y, V) such that (B, u) E [(A, u)], and B -+ y is in P. Then 
Lemma 2.3 implies the assertion of the claim. 
We now introduce a map from canonical parse sets into those of the form R(Y, a). 
For any R E CPS(C,, G, k) - U, let us define the parse set f (R) as follows. 
f(R)=R([(A,u)],,a) if (Ada +p,u) is a parse point in R. 
Note that by Lemma 4.3, there is a set R’ E CPS(C(n), G, k) - II such that A s R’. 
Thus Lemmas 2.2 and 4.2 ensure that f is a function. Our intention is to prove that 
this map in onto. 
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Claim 2. Let (A --) a . /I, u) be a parse point. Then there is a parse set 
R E CPS(C,, G, k) - U such that (A --t a . /I, u) E R andf(R) E CPS(C(7c), G, k) - U. 
Proof of the claim. By the definition, u E FOLLOW,(A), i.e., (A, u) E t(q) for 
some q E Q. Let q be of the form (w, a, ,..., a,). We can choose w’ E FIRST,(c$u) 
because G is supposed to be reduced. Then (A, u) E t(q’), where q’ = (w’, a, ,..., a,,). 
Due to Lemma 5.5, we can find a C,-creating sequence (RO, wJ,..., (R,, w,) such 
that m>l, R,=CALL(R,-,,w,), (A+.a&u)ER, and w,=w’. Let 
R = GOTO*(R,, a). Since we have chosen w’ to be in FIRST,(aPu) and the parse 
point (A -+ a . /I, u) is in R by Lemma 2.3, the parse set R is contained in 
CPS(C,, G, k) - U (the corresponding C,-creating sequence consists of pairs 
(R,, wJ ,..., (R,, w,,J ,..., (Rm+p, w,J, where p = lg(a) and R,+i = GOTO*(R,, ci’a) 
for 0 < i < p). By the definition, f(R) = R( [ (A, u)]~, a). Applying Lemma 4.3 again, 
we obtain that R s R’ for some parse set R’ E CPS(C(rr), G, k) - U which implies 
the parse point (A + a . /3, u) to be included in R’. Thus R’ =f(R) by Claim 1. This 
completes the proof of the claim. 
A combination of Claims 1 and 2 proves part (i) of the theorem. By (i) and 
Claim 2, the function f maps CPS(C,, G, k) - U onto CPS(C(rr), G, k) - U which 
proves (ii). I 
Our lower bound arguments have shown that the statement (i) of Theorem 6.2 does 
not hold if we permit overlapping blocks. Unfortunately, even (ii) can be violated for 
weak partitions. Thus parser optimization for LLP(k) grammars that are not SD(k) 
requires a careful choice of the weak partition used. SD(k) grammars are not as 
prone to this difficulty because, due to Theorem 6.2, an arbitrary admissible partition 
does the job. It is easy to design an efficient algorithm producing such a partition (if 
it exists) by paralleling the test for strictness, cf. [9, Algorithm 11. Details are left to 
the reader. 
For the purpose of pairwise comparison between canonical parsers and other ones, 
we next infer bounds on the size of the canonical collection of parse sets. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced CFG, k > 0. Then 
(9 I CWC,, G, kl > I {t(q) + 0 I q E Qll, 
(ii) ICWC,, G k)l< 2 + IIt(q) f 0 I q E Qll . IIGII. 
Proof. Part(i) follows directly from Theorem 5.1. For (ii), using the same 
argument, it sufftces to realize that any canonical parse set can be expressed 
(Lemma 5.3) as a GOTO* successor of a set taken into account in Definition 5.1. 1 
Finally, we present two examples illustrating the usefulness of our approach to the 
parsing of LLP(k) grammars. 
Our first example compares our canonical parser with the original canonical 
automaton of [ 141. Note that our Lemma 2.1 together with Lemma 2.1 of [ 181 prove 
our parser to be in any case smaller. We now show that the difference in sizes may 
become exponential due to certain superfluous sets which are not needed for parsing. 
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EXAMPLE 6.2. Consider the grammar class Gh = (NL, TL, P:,, S) where n > 3. 
N;, = (S, A , ,..., A, 1. T:, = (a, 6, ,..., b,}, and with PA formed by productions 
S+Aibi (1 <i< n), 
Ai+aAi (1 <i<n), 
Ai + bl (1 <i<n, 1 < j<n, 1 Zj). 
Let k = 1. There are exactly n + 2 nonempty t(q) sets for GL listed below. 
9 4s) 
(~1, (b,L (b,) 
(a, A), (a, A, a), (a, 4 Q, a),... 
(bj, A), (bj, A, a>, (bj, A> a, a>>*.. 
{(SY A)1 
{(Aiybi)l 1 <i<n} 
{(Ai, bi) ) 1 < i < n) - {(Aj, bj)} 
for all j = l,..., n 
Clearly ]] GA]/ = 2n2 + 4n. Thus by Theorem 6.3, the size of the collection 
CPS(C,,, CL, 1) can be bounded by 2 + (n + 2) . (2n* + 4n). On the other hand, the 
original collection of Lomet [ 141 contains at least 2” members. For any nonempty set 
x G ( l,..., n}, that collection involves a parse set R, such that 
g-W,)= ((Ai,bi)( iEX}+ 
To prove this, let x= { l,..., n) -X, and assume that x is formed by integers 
j, ,..., j, for some m > 0. Define R, = CALL(U,, a), and 
Ri = CALL(GOTO(R,_ , , bji) for I < i<m. 
Inducing on i, one easily obtains that 
which proves the result. 
It is clear that none of the extra parse sets, excluded from our canonical collection 
by the lookahead check in Algorithm 2.1, is essential for parsing, for if some of them 
were, the LLP(k) parsing algorithm which has been proved correct would fail. 
Our final example shows that the use of characteristic parsers based on C(n) 
characteristics may provide exponentially better results with respect to parser size 
than most other parsing methods can achieve. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. Consider the sequence of grammars Gi = (Ni, Ti, Pi, S) where 
n > 1, N; = ($A, ,..., A,}, T; = {a, ,..., a,, b, ,..., b,}, and P; consists of productions 
S-A, (1 <i<n), 
A,+ ujAj (l<i<n,l<j<n,i#j), 
Ai+bi (1 <i<n). 
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Let k = 0. Consider the admissible partition 7~:: of M,,(Gi) defined by 
From Theorem 6.2, we get CPS(C(r$‘), G;, 0) = ,* + 2n + 4. However, the number 
of canonical parse sets for G; is exponential since sets { (Ai, A) ] i E X) form blocks 
of the canonical weak partition for each nonempty subset X of { l,..., n}. It suffices to 
consider sets t(q,) for qx = (A, uj ,,..., aim), where j, ,..., j, are all the integers included 
in {l,..., n} - X. Further details can be found in [ 6, Example 8.21. 
In fact, the gain in parser size is achieved by violating the correct prefix property 
which is, as a general rule, satisfied by canonical machines. Geller et al. [ 71 have 
shown that any DPDA accepting L(Gi) and possessing this property is at least of 
exponential size. It can be shown (cf. [ 191) that neither the use of a lookahead nor 
the possibility of carrying out multiple parsing actions per move can yield any 
essential improvement in size, provided the correct prefix property is preserved. As a 
consequence, most curently used parsing techniques (e.g., [3, 131) fail in producing 
small (polynomial size) parsers for G;. 
On the other hand, in practice, we should have to pay a price for the use of SD(k) 
grammars. A grammar for a given language satisfying the constraints particular to 
this class (among other ones, they are free of left recursion, cf. [ 18, Theorem 4.11) 
may turn out to be unnatural and difficult to construct. This was the primary reason 
that had led to the introduction of extended LLP(k) grammars [ 141. It is a matter of 
a future research whether such concepts as partitions are powerful enough to fit such 
extensions. 
At the conclusion, the effect of various types of optimization procedures applied 
subsequently to the generated parser deserves to be discussed. For example, reducing 
the number of instances when the lookahead is to be examined (e.g., merging and 
trimming [ 141, or Algorithms 2 and 3 of [20]), results almost universally in a 
dramatic improvement in parser size for grammars encountered in practice. Thus the 
use of these methods is recommended whenever they are applicable. In general, 
however, they are too weak to guarantee polynomial parser size because they 
preserve the correct prefix property. In the light of our results [ 191 quoted above, the 
resultant parser may still remain exponentially large unless the original automaton 
violates the property. 
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